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VUCA environments

VUCA

How much do you know about the situation?
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How do we approach projects?
Stacey Matrix adapted for software development

What
Requirements, or “What is needed?”
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Chaotic
“Triage”

(i.e. Kanban)

Complex
“Empirical process”

(i.e. Scrum)

Simple
“Just do it”

Complicated

known unknown
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Agile development
(frequent customer validation)

Measure
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Build
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Knowledge 

comes from 

experience and 

decisions are 

made based  

on data

Iterative and 

incremental 

approach to 

control risk and 

predictability

Empiricism
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The 12 Agile Principles

01. Our highest priority is to satisfy 

the customer through early and 

continuous delivery of valuable 

software.

02. Welcome changing 

requirements, even late in 

development. Agile processes 

harness change for the 

customer’s competitive 

advantage.

03. Deliver working software 

frequently, from a couple of 

weeks to a couple of months, 

with a preference to the shorter 

timescale.

04. Business people and developers 

must work together daily 

throughout the project.

05. Build projects around motivated 

individuals. Give them the 

environment and support they 

need, and trust them to get the 

job done.

06. The most efficient and effective 

method of conveying information 

to and within a development 

team is face-to-face conversation.

07. Working software is the primary 

measure of progress.

08. Agile processes promote 

sustainable development. The 

sponsors, developers, and users 

should be able to maintain a 

constant pace indefinitely.

09. Continuous attention to technical 

excellence and good design 

enhances agility.

10. Simplicity--the art of maximizing 

the amount of work not done--is 

essential.

11. The best architectures, 

requirements, and designs 

emerge from self-organizing 

teams.

12. At regular intervals, the team 

reflects on how to become more 

effective, then tunes and adjusts 

its behavior accordingly.
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Scrum

Product 
Backlog

Sprint 
Backlog

Increment

Sprint 
Planning

Sprint 
Retrospective

Sprint 
Review

Daily 
Scrum

Scrum Team

 ▶ It is an emergent, 

ordered list of what 

is needed to im-

prove the product.

 ▶ It is the single 

source of work 

undertaken by the 

Scrum Team.

 ▶ Responsibility of 

the Product Owner

The set of Product Backlog items selected for 

the Sprint, plus a plan for delivering the prod-

uct Increment and realizing the Sprint Goal.

 ▶ A forecast by the Development Team.

 ▶ Makes visible all the work.

 ▶ The Development Team modifies the 

Sprint Backlog throughout the Sprint.

 ▶ When elements of the plan are deemed 

unnecessary, they are removed.

 ▶ Only the Development Team can change 

its Sprint Backlog during a Sprint.

 ▶ It includes at least one high priority process 

improvement identified in the previous

 ▶ Retrospective meeting.
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The role of the Product Owner

The Product Owner is accountable for 

maximizing the value of the product 

resulting from the work of the Scrum 

Team. How this is done may vary 

widely across organizations, Scrum 

Teams, and individuals.

The Product Owner is also 

accountable for effective Product 

Backlog management, which 

includes:

 ▶ Developing and explicitly 

communicating the Product 

Goal;

 ▶ Creating and clearly 

communicating Product Backlog 

items;

 ▶ Ordering Product Backlog items; 

and,

 ▶ Ensuring that the Product 

Backlog is transparent, visible 

and understood.
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Granularity

Definition of Ready

 ▶ Business value is clearly articulated.

 ▶ Details are sufficiently understood by the 

development team so it can make an informed 

decision as to whether it can complete the PBI.

 ▶ Dependencies are identified and no external 

dependencies would block the PBI from being 

completed.

 ▶ Team is staffed appropriately to complete the PBI.

 ▶ The PBI is estimated and small enough to comfortably 

be completed in one sprint.

 ▶ Acceptance criteria are clear and testable.

 ▶ Performance criteria, if any, are defined and testable.

 ▶ Scrum Team understand how to demonstrate the PBI 

at the sprint review.

Ready PBIs
(1.5-2 Sprints)

Other features and epics 
missing clarification

Future

Planned Release
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What comes before a User Story?

GOAL

BUSINESS 
CHANGE

SOFTWARE 
CHANGE IDEAS

IMPLEMENTATION 
DETAIL

SPECIFICATION

EPICS

STORIES

CUSTOMER 
IMPACT

GOAL
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Problem space VS Solution space

Problem Space
A customer problem, need or benefit 

that the product should address

Ability to write in space (zero gravity)

NASA: space pen (1M $ R&D cost)

URSS: pencil

Solution Space
A specific implementation  

to address the need

https://www.plainconcepts.com/
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Slicing
Capability Functional

CUSTOMER 
workflow

DEVELOPMENT 
workflow

Technical
SIMPLEST 

lowest schedule risk$ $ $ MOST VALUE $ $ $

MOST SOPHISTICATED 
highest schedule risk$ LEAST VALUE $

Implementation 
aka Solution space

Customer jobs 
aka Problem space

What does a CUSTOMER want to be 
able to do?

What functionality do we need to im-
plement for the CUSTOMER to achieve 
the capability?

What tasks or steps do WE need to take 
to implement the functionality?

Employ capability slicing patterns to 
create deferrable capability options
· Look for seams
· And, or
· Customer types/personas
· User roles
· Target platforms/browsers
· Type/number of products supported

Employ functional slicing patterns for 
simplest functional solution
· Simplest workflow steps to apply
· Simplest UI/UX
· Zero/one/many
· Business rules
· Happy/unhappy path
· Input options
· 1st X, then the rest
· Data types/parameters
· CRUD operations

Employ technical slicing patterns for 
simplest technical solution
· Platform technology (e.g. mobile 

web vs native app)
· Performance
· Scalability
· Security
· Technical design decisions

1 2 3 4 5 6 GOAL
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Capability slicing

Enable Acme Bank customers to bank with us online

[Small business customers] can bank with us online

[Large business customers] can bank with us online

[New customers] can bank with us online

[Mortgage customers] can bank with us online

...

Customers can [transfer money] online

Customers can [pay their bills with BPAY] online

Customers can [apply for credit cards] online

...

Customers can bank with us [from their phone]

Customers can bank with us [from their laptop]
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Functional slicing
Enable Acme Bank customers to paid their bills with BPAY on our website

Select 
account

Submit 
payment 

info

Enter 
code 

manually

Enter 
code 

manually

Click 
submit 
button

See  
transactions 

details

Code  
entered  

automatically

Search 
based on 

input

Receive 
code by 

SMS

Enter 
amount 

manually

Click 
submit 
button

Select 
from a 

dropdown

Select 
from a 

dropdown

Receive 
code by 

email

Select 
from most 

recent

Recieve 
verification 

code

Enter 
verification 

code

Select 
biller

Enter 
amount

No 2FA No 2FA

Confirm 
payment

BILL PAID
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Functional slicing
Enable Acme Bank customers to paid their bills with BPAY on our website

Select 
account

Submit 
payment 

info

Get user accounts SQL query DB Optimised stored proc

All billers from DB

Validate with errors

User’s billers from DB

2FA - Send code No verification Email code SMS code

Get billers No billers

Caché

Hardcoded billers

2FA - Validate code No validation Manual check Auto check

Msg and log Email and log

Validate amount No validation Validate amount

Validate payment Dummy API Sandbox API Production API

Confirm payment No confirmation On screen message

Recieve 
verification 

code

Enter 
verification 

code

Select 
biller

Enter 
amount

Confirm 
payment

BILL PAID
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Last updated 10/1/2020

Visit http://www.richardlawrence.info/splitting-user-stories/ for more info on the story splitting patterns 
Copyright © 2011-2020 Humanizing Work. All rights reserved.

HOW TO SPLIT A USER STORY
PREPARE THE
INPUT STORY

APPLY THE
SPLITTING
PATTERNS

BREAK OUT A SPIKE

EVALUATE
THE SPLIT

Does the big story satisfy 
INVEST* (except, perhaps, small)?

Are the new stories 
roughly equal in size?

Does the story describe 

Can you split the story so you do 
the beginning and end of the work-

Can you take a thin slice 

enhance it with more stories later?

Does the story include multiple 
operations? (e.g. is it about "managing" 

Can you split the operations 
into separate stories?

Does the story have a variety of 
business rules? (e.g. is there a domain 

that suggests several variations?)

Can you split the story so you 

enhance with additional rules later?

Does the story do the same 
Can you split the story to 
process one kind of data 

other kinds later?

Can you split the story to 
handle data from one 

with the others later?

Does the story get the same 
kind of data via multiple interfaces?

When you apply the obvious 
split, is whichever story you do 

Could you group the later 
stories and defer the decision 

Does the story have a simple 
core that provides most of the 

value and/or learning?

Could you split the story to 

enhance it with later stories?

Does the story get much of its 
complexity from satisfying 

non-functional requirements like 
performance?

Could you split the story 

then enhance it to satisfy the 
non-functional requirement?

how to split the story?

piece you understand 
well enough to start?

questions most holding 
you back?

Take a break 
and try again.

Write a spike with those 
questions, do the minimum 

to answer them, and start 
again at the top of this process

build it, and start again 
at the top of this process.

Does the story have a 
complex interface?

Is there a simple version 

Try another pattern on the 
original story or the larger 

post-split stories.

Try another pattern. 
You probably have waste 

in each of your stories.

Try another pattern.

Are there stories you 
can deprioritze or delete?

Is there an obvious story 
to start with that gets you 
early value, learning, risk 

mitigation, etc.?

Combine it with another story 
or otherwise reformulate it to get 

a good, if large, starting story.

Is each story about 

Do each of the 
stories satisfy INVEST?

Continue. You 
need to split it.

You’re done.

Try another pattern to 
see if you can get this.

You’re done, though you
could try another pattern

to see if it works better.

YES

NO

start here

* INVEST - Stories should be:

1

2

3

Independent
Negotiable
Valuable
Estimable
Small
Testable

last resort

YES
NO

www.humanizingwork.com

SIMPLE/COMPLEX

MAJOR EFFORT

DEFER
PERFORMANCE

WORKFLOW STEPS

OPERATIONS
BUSINESS RULE

VARIATIONS

VARIATIONS
IN DATA

INTERFACE
VARIATIONS

Splitting
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Putting everything in perspective

GOALS Impact Mapping

Story Mapping

Specification-By-Example

Earlier

Specifications
How?

Outcomes
Why?

Later

DELIVERABLES

USER STORIES

IMPACTS

USER ACTIVITIES

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

EPICS

CODE

EXAMPLES
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As a ... I want ... so that ...

3 C’s

Card → Has a simple statement

Conversation → Promotes creativity and collaboration

Confirmation → Proves that the acceptance tests are passed

Alternative 1

Alternative 2

In order to <achieve some business value>,

As a <stakeholder type>

I want <some new system feature>

When <Situation>

I want to <Motivation>

So I Can <Expected Outcome>

As a trader, 

I want a warning message when 
the total volume of trades reaches 
90% of my daily trading limit 

so that I can continue trading 
while avoiding breaching 
regulations,

As a moderator, 

I want to create a new game 
by entering a name and an 
optional description, 

so that I can start inviting 
estimators.

In order to help traders make 
best use of trading volume limits,

The system 

will warn traders when the total 
volume reaches 90% of the daily 
trading limit;

When I’m ready to have estimators 
bid on my game, 

I want to create a game in a format 
estimators can understand, 

so that the estimators can find 
my game and know what they are 
about to bid on.

Why?

Who?

What?

When?

What?

Why?

As a ... I want ... so that ...

Who? What? Why?

Tips
 ▶ Don’t try to fit all the US into the format. 
Try alternatives and mix them up.

 ▶ Create the stories ahead of time but add 
the details later, after a conversation.

 ▶ Let the Product Owner write the “WHY” 
and let the development team write the 
“WHAT”. 

 ▶ Think about other stakeholders that might 
be interested in or affected by the story, 
not just the main actor.

Remember that customers are not buying 
stories; they are buying the results of those 
stories.

https://www.plainconcepts.com/
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Estimates

How much effort does it take to do this?

When is it going to be done?

How much money does it cost to do it?

https://www.plainconcepts.com/
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Sprint backlog
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Burndown
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